Badge Sheet

1. Print out this sheet

2. As a young person completes a badge project, use the rubrics at the bottom of each instruction card to ensure the work has been fully completed.

3. Cut out the corresponding badge on this sheet and have the young person glue it to their Amani Project @ Home Badge Card!

1.1 Make an Instrument
1.2 Teach the Five Elements of Music
1.3 Write a CoronaKindness Song
1.4 Teach the Mood Meter
1.5 Write an Empathy Story
1.6 Perform for your Community: Empathy Song

2.1 Make Three Instruments
2.2 Become a Mood Meter Star
2.3 Organize a Project For Your Home
2.4 Write a Poem to Your Future Self
2.5 Make a Community Connection
2.6 Perform for your Community: Community Connection

3.1 Join a Global Committee
3.2 Become a Playwrite
3.3 Represent Your Best Self Through Art
3.4 Practice Mindset
3.5 Create a Mood Meter Choir
3.6 Perform for your Community: My Best Self

4.1 My Amani Project: Become an Expert
4.2 My Amani Project: Make Your Plan
4.3 My Amani Project: Build Your Team
4.4 My Amani Project: Compose the Soundtrack
4.5 My Amani Project: Produce a PSA
4.6 Perform for your Community: My Amani Project
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